
Title: Mindful Seeing in Literary Works (Folklore) 
 

Jennifer Uhlman English Language Arts 8 and Healthy Living 8 

Lesson Goals: Sharpen visual discrimination skills to improve visualizing descriptions in a literary work

Mindful seeing enables us to better observe ourselves, other people, and our 

surroundings to more fully enjoy and learn from them. 

Outcomes Targeted:  ELA 4.2- read widely and experience a variety of literature from different provinces and

countries 

8.4- demonstrate an awareness of how and when to integrate interesting effects in 

imaginative writing; integrate detail that adds richness and density; make effective 

language choices relevant to style and purpose, and, select more elaborate and 

sophisticated vocabulary and phrasing. 

I Can Statement: I can become a better reader and writer,  and enjoy reading more by using mindful 

seeing skills to boost my imagination and my descriptive writing capabilities. 

Key Vocabulary and 
Skills: 

Imagery, metaphor, simile, personification, Folklore 

*****please note that we have been studying folklore. What it is, where it comes from,

basic themes, the magic it can hold etc. This lesson is to show them the importance of 

descriptive writing as they will have to write their own folklore tale 

Material Needed: iPads, a sampling of folklore books (photo shows the books that I have)

 

 
Lesson: 
 

I. Introduction (Teacher organized)  

1) Tell the students: As with mindful listening, mindful seeing also helps us to sharpen our focus by calling on 

one sense to very purposefully observe an object. Mindful Seeing while reading a text, helps us to build an 

image in our heads about what we are reading. This is why, when writing, descriptive text is extremely 



important. The job of a writer is to paint a mental picture using words. The reader may interpret the words or

vision slightly differently from the writer, but slowing down to focus on the words we read or on the objects 

we hold or even on the social cues from friends will enrich the learning experience and open up a person’s 

perception of the world around them.  

2) Have the students look at the following images one at a time for about 20 seconds each. After 20 seconds ask

them what they saw. Answers may vary and kids will be surprised by what they missed. Once students share 

what they saw, show the image again to verify.  *****You can easily find more of these on line) 

    

       

 



 
Time Allotted: 10-15 minutes 

 
 

II. Guided Learning (Teacher/student collaboration) 

1) Discuss with students that while reading, using that focus on the words will help to visualize what you are 

reading. It helps the reader to become more engaged in the reading and makes it more exciting. 

2) Define imagery for the students- Imagery is an image that forms in the mind because of descriptive writing, 

something concrete that appeals to any or all of the 5 senses- sight, sound, touch, taste, smell- and is 

described using metaphors, similes, and personification 

 

What sounds better? These can be said aloud or written on the board. Ask students to determine which sentence 

would be more pleasing to read to spark their senses. *****you can make up your own,  I’ve provided examples for 

the following: 

 

Sight- The sun was so big and bright that it hurt my eyes. 

           The sun’s rays were so strong, like fire in my eyes. 

 

Sound- The crow cawed with such force that it woke me from a dead sleep. 

             The crow cawed loud and woke me up. 

 

Touch- Her lips were as soft as rose petals when she kissed me that first time. 

             I couldn’t believe how soft her lips were the first time we kissed. 

 

3) Ask students to take out a piece of paper and something to write with. Tell them that you are going to read a 

passage from a story and that they have to sketch out what comes to their mind. Once students are finished 

they will share. Ask- Why do they not all look the same?  

*****You can choose any text you wish here. It could be a poem, a novel that you are currently studying, a newspape

article, anything. 

 

Time Allotted: 25-30 minutes 

 
 

III. Collaborative Learning (Student focused activity)  

Start to brainstorm ideas for your Folklore tale. You can use any medium you wish for your brainstorm- paper, 

inspiration keynote etc. Be sure to jot down ideas that will hit all the 5 senses while plotting out ideas. Remember you

are the one to paint a good picture even though it may be interpreted in a different way by the reader.  

  

 

Time Allotted: remainder of class. Students will use tomorrow’s class to continue brainstorming and to potentially 



start writing their folklore tales. 

 
 

IV. Grand Finale 
 Exit Slip- Using mindful seeing, find a baby picture of yourself or someone you know. Study the picture and find ways
to compare and contrast the younger self with the older self. What has stayed the same? What has changed? 
 
Students are welcome to bring in the photos and talk about what they discovered for the next class. 
  

 
 

Assessment and Evaluation:  Students will be graded on their completion of the daily work. 
Outline and rubric can be found here: 
http://msuhlman.weebly.com/uploads/2/4/8/2/24828726/origin_myth_directions_and_grading_rubric.pdf 
 

 
 

Adaptations and IPPs: Noted students are able to work in a different space if required (resource room) 

 
 

http://msuhlman.weebly.com/uploads/2/4/8/2/24828726/origin_myth_directions_and_grading_rubric.pdf

